Neuropathology standards: what constitutes an optimal histomorphologic evaluation of the nervous system in general toxicity studies.
The identification of neurotoxicity is a critical issue in drug development, and toxicologic pathologists play an important role in this effort. Neuropathology is a specialized area of toxicologic pathology in which a substantial number of nonroutine techniques and methods have been developed, and there are undoubtedly many instances in which these specialized procedures have helped characterize a neuropathologic lesion. Routine histopathologic methods employed in general toxicologic pathology studies are needed to identify the complete range of possible neuropathologic changes; once identified, many of these changes can be better defined by specialized techniques, such as immunohistochemistry, to confirm cell types involved. Sometimes, when neurotoxicity is expected, dedicated studies can be designed a priori and optimized for detection of the anticipated effects. However, when neurotoxicity arises unexpectedly or there is uncertainty around the potential for neurotoxicity, the decision of what to do can become more difficult. Recommendations to go ahead and perform the "optimal" study design that would accommodate all the potentially useful specialized techniques for characterizing a neuropathologic change are sometimes not practical and can be unnecessary and potentially detrimental to other end points in the study. In addition, there is not always agreement on when specialized techniques would be required and which ones should be used when necessary. Two techniques in particular that are commonly recommended to help facilitate the detection of neuropathologic lesions are perfusion fixation and the Fluoro-Jade stain.